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ORIGINAL ACTION HEROES FOUND HERE: THE ACTION BIBLE 
752 PAGES ILLUSTRATED BY MARVEL & DC COMICS ARTIST, SERGIO CARIELLO 
 
David C. Cook announces a landmark publishing achievement with the release of The Action Bible: God’s 

Redemptive Story  on September 1, 2010.  Boasting over 750 pages depicting 215 Bible stories in chronological 

order, The Action Bible  will become the most comprehensive picture Bible on the market.  Based on David C. 

Cook’s bestselling The Picture Bible, this updated version features fully revised and expanded text plus all-new 

illustrations from renowned Marvel and DC Comics artist Sergio Cariello.  Featuring 752 full-color pages for $24.99, 

The Action Bible  is also the best bargain for an illustrated Bible today.   

 

The Action Bible  has been crafted to communicate clearly and forcefully with readers of all ages via high-energy 

illustrations of the highest caliber.  Comic book illustrator Sergio Cariello, who has drawn Spiderman, Superman, 

Batman and dozens more iconic characters for Marvel and DC Comics, focused three years of labor on new 

illustrations for The Action Bible .  Cariello comments, “I’ve worked on many comics that I’m proud of, but there is 

nothing like doing a relevant story with eternal value. All those other characters and stories will someday end, but the 

stories and impact of The Action Bible will last forever. It is a privilege and the honor of a lifetime for a Christian 

cartoonist to get to draw and bring to life God’s own stories.”   The original Picture Bible has been translated, in full or 

part, into more than 140 languages with a total of more than 3 million units in print. 

 

Cariello’s illustrations are marked by rich coloring, dramatic shading and lighting, bold and energetic designs, and 

emotionally charged figures.  His artwork blends seamlessly with the updated and biblically-accurate text that 

recounts more than 200 Bible stories. The Action Bible  is packed with features that will appeal to children, young 

adults and parents, including:  

• 752 full-color pages featuring contemporary illustrations hand-drawn by renowned Marvel and DC Comics 

artist, Sergio Cariello 

• Artwork that is energetic and bold while maintaining historical accuracy 

• 215 action-packed stories, in chronological order, featuring both the Old and New Testaments 

• Original action heroes such as Moses and Samson in comic book style presentation 

 

David C. Cook is supporting the release of The Action Bible  with a variety of innovative marketing tools.  Cook will 

distribute illustrated samplers at comic book conventions this spring to whet the appetite of core consumers, and will 

provide samplers to retailers at industry events to create interest in hand selling for the fall.  The publisher has 

launched a consumer website,www.TheActionBible.com, featuring a video trailer, video of the artist, sample art and 

games.  An audio version of The Action Bible (Oasis Audio) will release simultaneously with the print edition, offering 

ten hours of content on an 8-disc CD set or via digital download.  
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Brazilian-born Sergio Cariello has been an accomplished artist since childhood, drawing a regular comic strip for his 

city’s newspaper by age eleven. He spent many childhood hours poring over The Picture Bible (Portuguese edition), 

never dreaming he would illustrate an updated edition decades later.  Sergio has worked for Marvel Comics and DC 

Comics and has illustrated Batman, Spiderman, Superman, Iron-Man, Wonder Woman, Fantastic-Four and dozens 

more comic book characters. This award-winning artist attended the Joe Kubert School of Cartoon and Graphic Art 

(where he taught several courses for 7 consecutive years) as well as the Word of Life Bible Institute. Cariello works 

as a writer, penciler, inker, letterer, illustrator, caricaturist, colorist, painter, and an instructor to aspiring artists.  He 

and his wife Luzia live in Florida.   

 

Founded in 1875, David C. Cook is a leading nonprofit discipleship resource provider based in Colorado Springs, 

Colorado. For more than 130 years, David C. Cook has served the Global Church with life transforming materials 

from best-selling books and curriculum, to toys and games and small group resources. With additional offices in 

Elgin, Illinois, as well as Paris, Ontario, Canada and Eastbourne, UK, David C. Cook is a global organization whose 

resources are published in more than 150 languages, distributed in more than 80 countries, and sold worldwide 

through retail stores, catalogs, and online. Through David C. Cook’s music division, Kingsway, over 30% of the top 

500 praise and worship songs written by Kingsway artists are sung in churches around the world. For more 

information visit David C. Cook on the Internet at www.davidccook.com. 
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The Action Bible: God’s Redemptive Story  
Illustrated by Sergio Cariello 
Available from David C. Cook 

www.TheActionBible.com  
 

Release date: September 1, 2010 
ISBN-13: 978-0-7814-4499-6 

Format: hardcover Trim size: 6.625” 10.13” 
Price: U.S. $24.99 Pages: 752 

BISAC category: JUVENILE NONFICTION/Religion/Bible Stories/General 
 

Audio version available from Oasis Audio 
ISBN: 978-1-5985-9792-9 Price: U.S. 29.99 

Ten hours of content in 8-CD set or via digital download 
 

Media inquiries: Pamela McClure, McClure Muntsinger Public Relations, 
615-595-8321 or pamela@mmpublicrelations.com 
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